ACCELERATE YOUR BUSINESS 10X

SOTI MobiControl now includes SOTI XTreme: a new technology which dramatically reduces the time to distribute apps and data to remote mobile devices. Improve the responsiveness of your business 10X or more!

Do you transfer large amounts of data, apps and files to mobile devices? Does your organization have a limited bandwidth connection to distributed locations? Do these locations include warehouses, distribution centres and retail stores? SOTI XTreme can solve these challenges with 10X faster data delivery, which means improved business efficiency and customer satisfaction.

WHAT CAN SOTI XTREME DO FOR YOU?

SOTI XTreme is built into SOTI MobiControl, which is part of the SOTI ONE Platform.

SOTI XTreme delivers technology that enables network and compression optimization, and network traffic optimization. With SOTI XTreme, organizations can drastically improve the time it takes to distribute data and apps, and to synchronize files, from SOTI MobiControl to managed mobile devices out in the field.

NETWORK AND COMPRESSION OPTIMIZATION

Typically, mobile device updates are performed in batches to accommodate for limited bandwidth connections. Data and apps are transferred as many times as there are remote mobile devices, often resulting in hours of batch updates. With SOTI XTreme, performing updates to large numbers of remote mobile devices can now be done in minutes, rather than hours, without the need to stagger actions.

SOTI XTREME HUB: TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION

SOTI XTreme Hub communicates directly with SOTI MobiControl from distributed locations to receive data and app transfers, in place of each individual Android device. Individual devices are instructed by SOTI MobiControl to acquire new updates directly from the SOTI XTreme Hub, greatly reducing the number of times new data and apps are required to be sent across an organization's limited connection, by up to 60%.

Note: SOTI XTreme Hub is only available to customers who subscribe to Premium or Enterprise Support.
WHY BUSINESSES NEED SOTI XTREME TECHNOLOGY

Business-critical mobility is becoming more complex. Businesses previously only managed small apps or OS updates, but now contend with apps and OS updates in the hundreds of megabytes, or even gigabytes of data, as they move to Android.

Distributing those apps and OS updates can be particularly challenging for distributed environments such as: retail stores, distribution centres, warehouses or manufacturing facilities, where their Internet connections are not designed to handle the load of these deployments.

For large-scale enterprises that have many Android devices, and are deploying a lot of data, SOTI XTreme presents a new set of opportunities to optimize and improve the responsiveness of your business. With SOTI XTreme, sending the same amount of data and apps only requires 5% of the time it previously took to complete the same transfer.

MADE FOR THE ENTERPRISE

SOTI XTreme helps organizations deploy their business-critical data and apps to remote mobile devices faster and more efficiently. It is designed to reduce network load and costs associated with high bandwidth usage.

FOR END USERS

End users get the data and tools they need to stay productive faster. No more “waiting for your turn” via staggered deliveries to receive critical updates.

FOR ENTERPRISE IT

Enterprise IT reduces the time mobile devices need to be connected to Wi-Fi or specific networks for SOTI MobiControl to send large, data-heavy apps and files.

TO LEARN MORE:

Contact a SOTI sales representative: sales@soti.net or visit: soti.net/mobicontrol

SOTI is a proven innovator and industry leader for simplifying business mobility and IoT solutions by making them smarter, faster and more reliable. SOTI helps businesses around the world take mobility to endless possibilities.